We love the winter and the cold that goes with it! Fresh powder snow, the
Alps, skiing and snowboarding makes us really happy! And we think that
skiing holidays are the best family holidays. Meanwhile, we have many
years skiing experience with children and we want to share this with you!
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Safety and fun
Ski helmets have become more and more popular over recent years. In
many popular ski destinations it is compulsory for children to wear ski
helmets. Our advice: wear a helmet, even if you are an experienced skier
or snowboarder, but ski like you haven’t got one on! That’s the best for
everyone’s safety! Unfortunately, many children don’t like to wear a ski
helmet. With Hoxyheads kids love to wear one! And for parents it is much
easier to recognize their child (ren) on the slopes.

Look good, be smart and have fun!

Our products
Hoxyheads are cheerful and funny covers for your ski helmet! The exterior
of the ski helmet cover & ears is made of soft plush and the inside is made
of cotton. On the back is an opening so that ski goggles can be fitted. All
Hoxyheads have an elastic cord that can be attached to the side pieces of
the ski helmet and can be pulled tight in the back for optimal fitting to
the helmet. The cover fits almost all ski helmets! Are you looking for an
original gift for a winter sports fan? Or are you one yourself and do you
like to stand out? Then Hoxyheads is something for you!
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www.hoxyheads.com

E. info@hoxyheads.com
W. www.hoxyheads.com

SL BAGS is licensee of Hoxyheads
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HELMET EARS

SKI HELME T COVERS
Fun to wear, kids love
wearing a helmet

HE-DEVIL

HE-SPOTTED CAT

One size fits all, suitable for
most JR & SR ski helmets

Funny ears, easy to fit on ski-,
bicycle- or sports helmets

Outstanding and durable
quality
HE-PUSSYCAT

HH-UNICORN

HH-MOOSE

HH-DOG

HH-RABBIT

HH-PUSSYCAT

HH-SHARK

HH-TIGER

HH-BEAR

HH-SPOTTED CAT

HH-ROOSTER

HE-TIGER

HH-UNICORN

HE-ROOSTER

HE-RABBIT

Look good, be smart and have fun!

Recognise your kids
at a glance!

HH-DINO

Unique and outstanding
designs

www.hoxyheads.com

One size fits all

HH-POLAR BEAR

